
ROYAL AUTOMOBILE 1000 MILE TRIAL - DAY TWO 

8 am saw crews leaving Wokefield park and heading south east onto the first regularity of the 
day. Passing Malshanger house, a number of stud farms and the area in the which the 
infamous Watership Down was set, gave crews a chance to absorb more of the picturesque 
countryside surrounding the area. 

The short run following on from the first regularity led crews straight onto the second 
regularity starting alongside the original A34 and finishing close to Ashmansworth. It was 
here at the Jack Russell Inn that everybody had a chance to enjoy the first refreshments of the 
day. After a brief stop, crews made their way immediately into the third regularity which took 
them along the old Roman road between Oxonwood and Lowers Chute. A long run through 
one of the main bases of the British Army at Bulford and Larkhill close to the Salisbury 
Plains and skirting Stonehenge gave crews yet another opportunity to take in the stunning 
countryside and observe the heritage sites that England has to offer. 

A run down through the Wylye Valley took crews across to the final regularity of the 
morning, over Charlton Down and onto the Blandford Forum continuing with a military 
theme at lunch in the Royal Signals Museum. 

After lunch, crews headed South to the Bovington Tank Ranges where they competed in 2 
open and flowing tests on the concrete roads of the camp, run by our friends from 
Bournemouth Motor Club before heading back north and across the downs, passing through 
the village of Cheselbourne which was featured in the 1086 Doomsday Book. 

Everybody then travelled towards one of the 1000 Mile Trial favourite venues, the Clay 
Pigeon Raceway where crews were able to partake in teas and coffees and then tackle the test 
whilst being watched by their fellow competitors. 

That almost concluded the competition for the day but, before crews could relax, we travelled 
north skirting the town of Sherborne and the Roman town of Ilchester before the final 
regularity on the Somerset Levels. 

Crews completed the day with a run through Cheddar Gorge, an encouraged petrol stop and 
then an evening at the Cadbury House Hotel. 

We managed to speak to most of the crews as they parked up for the evening. 

Car 17 (Peter Kite/Tony Brooks) - Huge learning curve for us today! No mechanical trouble 
but a few communication issues, mainly the driver ignoring the navigator! The Kart track was 
great fun and we're looking forward to tomorrow. 

Car 25 (Peter Lovett/Matt Fowle) - Trip meter stopped working this morning but now 
everything is running well and we had a wonderful afternoon. 

Car 32 (Bertie Van Houette/Pierre Van Houtte) - Very good day with no trouble to report. 

Car 34 (Daniel Gresly/Elise Whyte) - We lost our number plate and bent the light on the last 
regularity on the Somerset levels but fortunately we found the numberplate and had a 
great afternoon. We even managed to have an ice cream when we stopped for fuel! 



Car 23 (Steve Robertson/ Julia Robertson) - We're still talking! Not brilliant but it's going ok, 
let's hope tomorrow is a better day. 

Car 4 (Graham Goodwin/ Marina Goodwin) - Fuel leak! We sorted it out, refueled and now 
all seems well. 

Car 33 (Paul Bloxidge / Ian Canavan) - We had to do an emergency stop and the brake shoe 
fell off! We hit it with a hammer and it seemed to hold out for the day. We're going to have 
another look at it tonight and see if we can fix it on a more permanent basis. We're having a 
lot of fun but we have been held up by some 'normal' traffic! 

Car 14 (Dilwyn Rees / Andrew Duerden) - It's a bloody hard rally this one! We're having fun 
but we need to sort something out with the steering *curse curse 

Car 8 (Simon Arscott / Nick Cooper) - No problems to report and we're having a great time. 
Some slight communication issues. *laughter - The kart track was great fun although we 
seemed to spend most of our time on the grass! A great afternoon but a lot of head work on 
the Somerset levels regularity. 

Car 26 (Stephen Owens / Bart Den Hartog) - Fabulous day! Great food, great stops, great 
tests, great weather! You can't ask for anything more! 

Car 22 (Urs Mezger / Maxime Mezger) - Car has had problems with the fuel supply- 
Probably some dirt in the system! ( This was repaired whilst we were speaking to the crew) 

Car 31 (Michael Squire / Andrew Hall) - Still no reverse gear but at least we have brakes 
again! We nearly ran out of fuel but somehow got away with it. It's been eventful but we're 
having great fun! 

Car 9 (Federico Gottsche Bebert/ Frederike Von Wedel ) - We need new spines! The kart 
track was great fun! I had to use the handbrake at the end of the test so that I could actually 
come to a stop, but it was amazing! 

Car 6 (David Little / Julia Little) - An amazing variation of regularities and tests today. 
Cheddar Gorge is beautiful and we're having such a great time. 

Car 10 (Sue Shoosmith / Trina Harley) - We had to change cars after yesterdays opening leg. 
We think that a tooth has broken on second gear so we rushed home and fortunately managed 
to change over into our Bentley 3 4 1/2. It's very much like driving the 3 litre but with a huge 
engine! We're having fun but it's been an 18 hour day and we have had about 7 hours sleep in 
the last 48 hours.  We'll be fine, roll on tomorrow! 

Car 24 (Richard Schneider / Noel Schneider) - Our Brains started to lack function this 
afternoon! Navigator- Anything past lunch and I'm done! Cars still running, we're having fun 
but those cyclists you guys have over here...WOW! 

Car 3 (Dominic Manser / Jack Manser) - Repairing time! Its been rather warm in the car and 
we have only been running on one magneto! The Somerset levels regularity was pretty 
bouncy and then we got stuck behind a muck spreader! Navigator has gone to grab some 
beers and then we'll be just fine. 



Car 21 (Bernd Dannenmaier / Christiane Dannenmaier) - We have no trips! Arghhhhh! We 
have an average and a clock but that's it, It's tricky! 

Car 35 - (Ian Beattie / Ewan Beattie) Our clutch is slipping! Yesterday's issues are gone and 
the guys managed to fix it with a nail file from the Hotel! Impressive! We smacked the 
exhaust on the Somerset levels but I wanted a new one anyway. Where's the bar? 

Car 27 (Adrian Atkinson / Charles Atkinson) - We ran out of electricity earlier on at the kart 
track and it's been causing a few problems. We either overheat or kill the batteries. We'll 
charge them up tonight and we'll carry on smiling tomorrow. 

Car 15 (Klaus Mueller / Ilona Seewald) - We had great fun on the tests but we have had a few 
issues with our trips. We ran out of fuel so we had to 'borrow' some, we had to travel 20 km 
to get some more and then when we got to the Somerset levels regularity the filler cap came 
open and covered me (driver) in fuel! The landscape is beautiful and we can't wait for 
tomorrow. 

An eventful day in the blistering heat for everybody. A few well earned drinks this evening 
and its on to tomorrow. God's country! 

 


